Supporting information, sup-1 S1. Ab-initio modelling results S1.1. Detemir tri-hexamer 20 ab-initio models were generated by DAMMIF based on the P(r) function with a maximum intramolecular dimension ( ) of 11.3 nm. The curve has an ambiguity score of 1.56 which indicate that the ab-initio model might be ambiguous (Petoukhov & Svergun, 2015). The ensemble of models had a resolution of 42±3 Å and a normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD) of 0.67±0.02 indicating a stable solution. A cluster analysis was performed by DAMCLUST, resulting in three clusters. The most typical model of one of the clusters ( 2 = 0.80) is presented in Fig. 2c in a light blue surface representation. The model has a bent v-shape and seems to consist of three distinct spheres that could correspond to three hexamers.
presented in Figs. 10c and 10d . Although a stable solution was not obtained for the models with P1 symmetry (NSD > 0.7(Volkov & Svergun, 2003) ), there is a good agreement between the two representative models that are both elongated. indicate whether the parameter is derived from Guinier analysis (G) or the P(r) function (P). #Alb-hex and #Alb-di-hex denote the average numbers of respectively albumin-hexamer and albumin-di-hexamer complex calculated from Molecular parameters for albumin-degludec SEC-SAXS sample in a 1:6 ratio derived from SAXS analysis. The subscripts indicate whether the parameter is derived from Guinier analysis (G) or the P(r) function (P). #Alb-hex and #Alb-di-hex denote the average numbers of respectively albumin-hexamer and albumin-di-hexamer complex calculated from MM P . indicate whether the parameter is derived from Guinier analysis (G) or the P(r) function (P). #Alb-hex and #Alb-dihex-alb denote the average numbers of respectively albumin-hexamer and albumin-di-hexamer-albumin complex calculated from MM P . 
Figure S1
Structure of degludec R3T3-T3R3 di-hexamer with an inter-hexamer distance of 35.4 Å.
(a) Fit of the structure (purple) to experimental degludec data extrapolated to infinite dilution (grey).
The lower inset (b) shows error-weighted residual plots for the models. (c) The di-hexamer structure (purple) is superimposed onto the low resolution ab-initio model (grey).
Figure S2
Scattering curves normalized for concentration of albumin-detemir mixed in a 1:6 ratio.
The total protein concentration range is between 1.9-20.8 mg/mL with darker shades corresponding to higher concentrations. An increase in I(q)/C is observed corresponding to a concentration-dependent equilibrium.
